Perceptions of scientific research literature and strategies for reading papers depend on academic career stage
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Abstract

Reading primary research literature is an essential skill for all scientists and students on science degree programmes, however little is known about how researchers at different career stages interact with and interpret scientific papers. To explore this, we conducted a survey of 260 undergraduate students and researchers in Biological Sciences at a research intensive UK university. Responses to Likert scale questions demonstrated increases in confidence and skill with reading the literature between individuals at each career stage, including between postdoctoral researchers and faculty academics. The survey indicated that individuals at different career stages valued different sections of scientific papers, and skill in reading the results section develops slowly over the course of an academic career. Inexperienced readers found the methods and results sections of research papers the most difficult to read, and undervalued the importance of the results section and critical interpretation of data. These data highlight a need for structured support with reading scientific literature at multiple career stages, and for senior academics to be aware that junior colleagues may prioritise their reading differently. We propose a model for the development of literature processing skills, and consider the need for training strategies to help inexperienced readers engage with primary literature, and therefore develop important skills that underpin scientific careers. We also encourage researchers to be mindful of language used when writing papers, and to be more inclusive of diverse audiences when disseminating their work.

Introduction

Engaging with the scientific literature is a key skill for researchers and students on scientific degree programmes; it has been estimated that scientists spend 23% of total work time reading [1,2]. The number of papers an individual scientist reads annually increased from 188 to 280 between 1993 and 2005, while total time spent only increased marginally [3]. Scientific writing is characterised by highly specialist vocabulary, concise and precise use of language, often accompanied by complex grammatical structures [4,5]. Making sense of scientific papers can
be therefore cognitively challenging, particularly for readers who may be unfamiliar with the
terminology of the field [6]. This challenge is faced by undergraduate students and early career
scientists, but may also be encountered by experienced researchers exploring the literature in
another discipline. We currently have a relatively poor understanding of how skills relating to
the processing of scientific text develop through academic careers, the potential barriers to
engaging with technical documentation and subsequent impact on the development of discipli-
nary or interdisciplinary research activities.

Most university level science courses require undergraduate students to engage with pri-
mary research literature, which is not generally used in school level education. In Biological
Sciences, research literature is typically introduced early on or part way through the pro-
gramme of study, with an expectation that students will be highly engaged with the literature
in their final year of study. For example, the Quality Assurance Agency for UK degrees states
that Biosciences graduates should have “the ability to read and use appropriate literature with a
full and critical understanding, while addressing such questions as content, context, aims, ob-
jectives, quality of information, and its interpretation and application.” [7]. Postgraduate students
are generally expected to be fully engaged in primary literature throughout their graduate pro-
grammes; some postgraduate training programmes also include support for reading and inter-
preting literature, but many institutions assume this is a skill developed at undergraduate level.
Some disciplines (e.g. theoretical physics) rely less heavily on primary research papers at
undergraduate level due to their complexity, but all early career researchers will encounter sci-
entific literature at some point in their training.

There have been many strategies and supporting resources developed to help inexperienced
readers engage with the primary literature [6,8–14]. Undergraduates using these approaches
have significantly increased performance in critical thinking tests, and report increased inter-
est in primary research when interviewed after being taught specific reading strategies [11,15].
Small group journal clubs, with dedicated academic mentors, were shown to increase both sci-
entific literacy and confidence in communicating scientifically with academic colleagues, ulti-
mately facilitating transition to postgraduate study [16]. It is suggested that such strategies
could help alleviate disengagement with science and prevent students dropping out of STEM
subjects, particularly those from underrepresented backgrounds [11].

Many of these ‘strategy’ papers rely on anecdotal evidence that undergraduates adopt super-
ficial reading strategies and lack analytical skills [17], and make a tacit assumption that more
experienced researchers read the literature ‘correctly’. Faculty members are assumed to be
‘experts’ possessing both good content knowledge and science processing skills [18]. The skills
that distinguish experts from novices stem from having a conceptual framework that allows
experts to organise content effectively, combine it with relevant knowledge easily and recog-
nise meaningful patterns within the information presented [19]. While the distinction between
novice and expert is clear, the career stage at which the transition to expert is completed is
broadly unknown.

Here we present results of a survey of researchers and students within Biological Sciences
at a single research-intensive institution in the UK. This study aimed to begin an exploration
of attitudes towards reading the literature, and start to uncover how readers at different
career stages approached scientific papers. To explore this with participants who are likely to
read a large number of scientific papers, the survey was administered at the University of
Cambridge (UK), which has high academic entry standards for both undergraduate and
postgraduate students. Survey participants include undergraduate students, PhD students,
postdoctoral researchers and academic researchers, representing a wide range of career
stages.
Methods
Survey design, implementation and ethics

A pilot survey of both students and researchers was designed to answer the following lines of enquiry for both students and researchers:

1. How frequently did participants read scientific papers?
2. How did participants feel about reading scientific papers?
3. How easy to read did participants find different sections of papers?
4. How important did participants think different sections of papers were?
5. [Students only] How much training had they had in reading papers?
6. [Researchers only] What advice would they give to someone reading a paper for the first time.

As a result of the pilot study, a full survey was designed to follow similar lines of inquiry. Where appropriate, this survey asked about primary research papers and review papers separately. This survey also included questions about the search engines used to find papers as an additional line of enquiry. Two versions of the full survey were designed, one for undergraduate students and one for postgraduate researchers. Questions were either direct replicas, designed to be mirrored where appropriate, or were unique to one of the two groups (see S1 and S2 Files for the text of the questionnaires). An optional ‘teaching’ section was added to the researchers survey to explore approaches to training students to read the literature, but the results of this section are outside the scope of the current study and are not included here. The results presented here are collected from the full survey, and do not include the results of the initial pilot questionnaire.

The undergraduate survey was administered at the end of the academic year (i.e. after examinations) to 2nd year and 3rd (final) year undergraduates studying biological sciences courses on the Natural Sciences programme. These courses included Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Cell and Developmental Biology, Ecology, Genetics, Neuroscience, Pathology, Physiology, Plant Sciences, Psychology and Zoology. The researcher survey was administered at the same time to all researchers in biological sciences departments, which included Biochemistry, Genetics, Pathology, Physiology Development and Neuroscience, Plant Sciences, Psychology and Zoology. All participants were invited to participate via a weblink taking them to the online survey, which was hosted by www.surveymonkey.com.

No appropriate institutional ethics committee for educational research was in place at the time of the study being completed, however the study was designed in accordance with BERA (British Educational Research Association) ethical guidelines. At the start of the questionnaire, participants were presented with a short description of the study and the way in which their data would be stored and used. At the end of the survey participants were asked for their informed consent to their answers being used in publications resulting from the work, and to provide their email address if they were willing to participate in a follow-up interviews. Email addresses were removed from spreadsheets prior to data analysis, and responses remained anonymous throughout.

Quantitative analysis

Responses to Likert Scale questions were converted to numbers from 1–6 for statistical analysis, with 1 representing the most negative response to the question (e.g. Strongly disagree) and
6 the most positive (e.g. Strongly agree). The ordinal nature of the questionnaire data meant that parametric statistics were inappropriate for analysis, so non-parametric tests are used throughout with alpha = 0.95. Observations were independent, with no individuals belonging to more than one career group. For comparisons of multiple groups Kruskal-Wallis H tests were used, followed by pairwise Mann-Whitney U posthoc tests between particular groups where appropriate. Actual P values are reported throughout, except where P < 0.001. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks throughout the manuscript; ‘**’ indicates P < 0.01, ‘*’ indicates P < 0.05. For analysis of differences in responses between disciplines participants were grouped as ‘Molecular’, ‘Ecological’ or ‘Other’ on the basis of their reported subject or research area.

Qualitative analysis

For the question If you could only give one piece of advice to someone reading a scientific paper for the first time, what would it be?” responses were collected as free text. Responses were copied directly into NVivo and then assigned nodes to represent initial coding. Nodes were then aggregated into major themes, and the number of mentions of each theme determined. Themes or subthemes with fewer than 5 mentions out of the 88 responses are not presented for clarity.

Word clouds were generated using the ‘wordcloud’ package in R. Free text responses to the question were compiled into a .txt file, converted to lowercase and punctuation marks removed. Commonly used words in English were removed, along with the words ‘read’, ‘reading’ and ‘papers’. Words being mentioned fewer than 5 times are not presented for clarity, and colours used do not represent any formal analysis.

Results

We obtained 300 responses to the survey, 260 of which completed responses to all questions. Of those who answered at least one question in the survey, participants included undergraduates in their second (n = 81) and third (final) year of study (n = 66), PhD students (n = 53), PostDoctoral researchers (n = 68) and Academics (n = 49). Participants came from a range of disciplines within biological sciences, including biochemistry, physiology, ecology and mathematical biology (see S4 File for detailed breakdown). For the undergraduate survey, response rates were 47% for second years and 42% for third years. We were unable to determine response rates for the research survey as we did not have access to the total number of researchers employed by the university.

Perceptions of the research literature changes throughout academic careers

To explore the relationship that participants had with the literature, we asked them to what extent they agreed with a series of statements on a 6 point Likert scale (Fig 1). The statement with the highest level agreement with all career stages was ‘Reading research papers is important for my general scientific training’, where only 10 respondents had any level of disagreement with the statement. The statement that was most disagreed with was the negatively worded question ‘Reading research papers is frustrating’, where 112 of the 300 participants disagreed (37%). Interestingly, 42% of academics agreed that they found reading papers frustrating, indicating that even experienced readers encountered difficulties in engaging with the primary research literature.

For all 8 statements there was a significant difference in the level of agreement with the statement across the five career stages, with attitudes towards the literature generally becoming
more positive with each subsequent stage. For the statement ‘I enjoy reading research papers’, attitudes became more positive a function of experience; 72% (57 out of 79) of 2nd year students agreed with the statement to some extent, whereas 95% of academics (41 out of 43) agreed that they enjoyed reading research papers. While this difference across all five stages was significant (Kruskal-Wallis $H = 28.1$, d.f. = 4, $P < 0.001$), there were no significant differences between subsequent stages (e.g. PhD students were not significantly more likely to agree with the statement than 3rd year undergraduates), suggesting increasing enjoyment of the literature was not associated with particular career transitions. Undergraduates generally agreed that reading research papers was important for understanding material covered in
lectures. 90% of 3rd year undergraduates agreed that reading research papers was important for success in their end of year exams, but only 45% of 2nd years agreed with this statement. In contrast, there was no difference in responses to these questions as a function of biological discipline (e.g. ‘I enjoy reading papers’ H = 0.68, d.f. = 2, P = 0.71; ‘I am confident in reading research papers without guidance’ H = 0.561, d.f. = 2, P = 0.561), indicating that ease with the literature not significantly influenced by disciplinary conventions.

The level of agreement with the statements increased significantly between sequential career stages, indicating that some or all career transitions were important in developing a relationship with the literature, not just at the undergraduate to postgraduate stage. For example, for the statement ‘I know how to identify papers that are of critical importance to the area I am investigating’, there was a significant increase in the level of agreement with the statement at every career stage, including between PostDoctoral Researchers and Academics (Mann-Whitney U = 866.5, P = 0.013*). A similar pattern was present for the statement ‘I know how to read research papers to extract information efficiently’, where PostDocs and Academics also had significantly different levels of agreement (U = 758.5, P = 0.001**), although for this statement there were no differences between 3rd year undergraduates and PhD students (U = 859.0, P = 0.557).

Perceptions of the literature may be shaped by the level of familiarity participants had with scientific papers. We therefore determined how many papers participants at different career stages were reading. All researchers and 3rd year undergraduates reported reading primary research papers, and only 7% of 2nd years said that they had not read any research papers, meaning that the vast majority of participants were engaging with primary literature from at least one source. More senior researchers were more likely to report reading multiple papers per week, with many academics reporting reading multiple research papers per day.

Undergraduates and early career researchers find methods and results sections the most difficult to understand

To explore where the challenges of engaging with the literature were in more detail, we asked survey participants “How easy do you usually find it to understand the following aspects of a research paper?”, with responses being recorded on a 6 point Likert scale. The figures and tables of the results section were considered in a separate question to the text-based description of the results to allow these aspects to be considered independently.

Nearly all participants considered the Abstract and Introduction sections to be relatively easy to read, with around 90% of all participants of all career stages describing these sections as easy to read (sum of responses to ‘Somewhat easy’, ‘Easy’ or ‘Very Easy’) (Fig 2A). However, there were highly significant differences in the frequencies of academics at different career stages describing the Methods, Results and Discussion sections as easy to read (Methods χ²(4) = 59.6, P < 0.001***; Figures χ²(4) = 23.6, P < 0.001***; Results χ²(4) = 16.0, P = 0.003***; Discussion χ²(4) = 9.9, P = 0.041*). Fewer than half of undergraduates described the Materials and Methods section as being easy to read (2nd years 29%; 3rd years 24%), in contrast to PhD students and senior researchers (PhD students 81%; PostDocs 76%; Academics 83%). There was a very large shift in responses between 3rd year undergraduates and PhD students, but no significant difference in response was seen for any other career transition. For the results section (both the text and the figures/tables) there were increases in the proportion considering the section easy to read across all career stages. This was particularly striking for Figures and Tables, where 61% of academics described these as being ‘Very Easy’ to understand, compared with only 9% of PostDoctoral researchers.
Senior researchers place higher value on results and methods sections than those starting their academic careers

To explore the value that researchers placed on different sections of papers, we asked participants to rank the 6 sections in order of how important they thought that section was for understanding the paper, thereby forcing participants to make a relative value judgement (Fig 2B). There were significant differences in the rank given as a function of career stage for all sections with the exception of the introduction section, which was consistently regarded as relatively unimportant. The Abstract was seen as the most important section by undergraduates, whereas the Figures and Tables were ranked as most important to postgraduate researchers. The relative importance rank of the abstract decreased significantly as the level of seniority increased ($H = 24.36$, d.f. = 4, $P < 0.001^{**}$), with a similar pattern for the discussion ($H = 31.75$, d.f. = 4, $P < 0.001^{**}$). In contrast, the methods section was rated as the least important by undergraduates, but this section significantly increased in relative importance as a function of career stage ($H = 43.77$, d.f. = 4, $P < 0.001^{**}$), with academics considering this the 3rd most important section on average. The relative importance of both the text and figures/tables of the results also increased across the career span to become the two most highly ranked sections, with the Figures and Tables being ranked as more important than the text of the Results by all groups. There was therefore a major shift in the relative importance placed on different aspects of papers whereby undergraduate students ranked the abstract and discussion as being the most important sections, but senior researchers saw these as relatively unimportant for understanding the paper. In contrast, experienced researchers saw the Figures and Tables and Results as being the most important sections, but these were relatively undervalued by undergraduates (Fig 2B).

Researchers at different career stages read papers for different purposes

Scientific researchers read papers for many different reasons, which may shape the relative importance placed on different sections of a manuscript. To explore this, we asked participants...
to what extent they agreed with a series of 5 statements about the purpose of reading scientific papers, with undergraduates being presented with a further 2 statements relating to the use of papers in relation to their studies. For all questions there were statistically significant differences in the levels of agreement with the statement between respondents at different career stages (Fig 3). The most significant responses were to the statements ‘[I read primary research papers to] critically evaluate the data’ and ‘understand the research methods used’, where undergraduates were significantly less likely to agree with the statement than researchers (Critically evaluate $H = 134.36$, d.f. = 4, $P < 0.001$; Research methods $H = 127.61$, d.f. = 4, $P < 0.001$). Interestingly there was also a significant difference in the extent to which PostDocs and Academics agreed with the statement about critical evaluation ($U = 715.0$, $P < 0.001$).

72% of 2nd year undergraduates agreed to some extent with the statement ‘[I read primary research papers to] find examples to include in exam answers’, but only 28% of this group agreed with the statement about critical evaluation. For final year undergraduates this increased to 92% agreement about examples for exams, and 76% for critical evaluation. There were also differences between the sources of papers being read frequently by the participants at different career stages; 16% of 2nd year undergraduates reported reading papers they had found themselves more than once a week, compared with 41% of PhD students and 63% of academics.

** Experienced researchers recommend a selective approach to scientific reading  

At the end of the survey, we asked the researchers "If you could only give one piece of advice to someone reading a scientific paper for the first time, what would it be?", and obtained 88 responses from the 142 participants. To gain an initial impression of the responses, the most commonly used words in the text of the advice given were determined (Fig 4A). Removing the words ‘paper’, ‘read’ and ‘reading’, the most commonly used words in the responses were results ($n = 28$), figures ($n = 26$) and abstract ($n = 25$), reflecting the emphasis that senior researchers placed on their own reading of papers (Fig 4A).

A more detailed qualitative analysis of the responses identified four major themes of the advice; reading selectively within a paper, practical suggestions for reading the paper, reading critically and reading with a specific purpose or question in mind (Table 1). 60 of the 88 participants recommended selective reading, with 28 researchers advising reading the paper in a specific order. There was no clear consensus within the responses of which order the sections of a paper should be prioritised in, although starting with the abstract ($n = 16$) and figures ($n = 6$) were the most common suggestions. Some researchers recommended reading the abstract, then looking at the figures then reading the text, while others recommended starting with the abstract, then reading the introduction and discussion before looking at the figures. Some recommended prioritising particular sections of the paper (e.g. figures, $n = 7$) without giving specific instructions on which order the paper should be read in. Others did not make reference to particular sections, but gave more general advice such as identifying the key questions or hypotheses of the paper ($n = 8$). Some survey participants recommended ignoring the methods section of the paper altogether ($n = 3$).

Other advice related to practical strategies for reading papers, the most common of which was to read the paper multiple times ($n = 18$), with several researchers advising to read in more detail with each read of the manuscript. 5 researchers highlighted the importance of using the abstract and/or discussion to determine whether a paper was worth reading at all before reading in detail. A related theme was to read with a specific purpose in mind, with 6 researchers advising to be constantly thinking about why the paper is being read, and to read
**Fig 3. Researchers at different career stages read papers for different purposes.** Responses to the 6 point Likert scale questions for 2nd year undergraduate n = 79; 3rd year undergraduate n = 42; PhD student n = 44; PostDoctoral researcher n = 55; Academic n = 43. Statistics alongside straight lines indicate the
with specific questions in mind. The remaining major theme was to read critically, which was mentioned by 30 of the 88 respondents. Common pieces of advice were to assess whether the conclusions matched the data (n = 18), and to interpret the data for yourself (n = 5).

**Discussion**

In this study, we identify significant differences in both opinions of papers and reading strategies between researchers at all career stages within the institution surveyed, indicating that the way researchers engage with scientific literature varies throughout an academic career. This study was originally conceived to investigate differences between undergraduate students and researchers, however subsequent analysis revealed significant differences in responses between PhD students, PostDoctoral researchers and senior academics, which are unlikely to be attributed to further formal training. All participants agreed that reading papers was important for their scientific training. Undergraduates at this research-intensive institution typically read scientific papers to broaden their knowledge and to find examples for exam answers, prioritised reading the abstract and discussion sections, and were most likely to report low confidence in their ability to process the literature. Experienced researchers read papers for a variety of

---

**Fig 4. Increased familiarity with scientific literature allows experienced researchers to read papers selectively.** A: Wordcloud extracted from advice given by researchers to someone reading a scientific paper for the first time. The size of the word is proportional to the frequency with which the word was mentioned. Words mentioned fewer than 5 times, and the words 'read' 'reading' and 'papers' are excluded for clarity. Colours used do not represent any aspect of analysis. B: Model of development of scientific literature processing skills. Researchers move acclimation through competency to proficiency through their careers, although these should be viewed as a continuum rather than defined phases. This development of skill is associated with increased familiarity with scientific papers, terminology and background knowledge, and with a change from extrinsic to intrinsic motivations for reading.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189753.g004
reasons, valued the results and methods sections and were confident in their reading abilities. PhD students and PostDoctoral researchers had intermediate levels of confidence, and PhD students in particular prioritised their reading differently to both undergraduates and experienced researchers. Postgraduates reported a similar ease of reading for both the text and the figures/tables of results sections, whereas undergraduates considered figures and tables more difficult to engage with than the accompanying text, perhaps reflecting the specialist skills needed to interpret graphs and other visual representations of data [20].

Although this study is based on single institution which may not be representative, our data suggest both a change in the motivation for reading through an academic career and an increase in confidence when processing scientific text. 3rd year undergraduates primarily reported reading papers to find examples to find examples for examination answers, which we define as ‘extrinsic’ motivation. This contrasts with experienced researchers who were more likely to report intrinsic motivations for reading. This is reminiscent of goal orientation theories of motivation, where individuals may be either seeking ‘mastery’ of a topic for self-improvement, or demonstration of enhanced ‘performance’ of abilities relative to others [21,22]. Seeking mastery is associated with deep learning approaches and increased self-regulation, which reinforce each other in a positive feedback loop [22]. Conversely, students who are performance motivated may lack the incentive to engage deeply with a topic. Undergraduates motivated primarily by exam performance may therefore adopt a relatively superficial approach to the literature; for students with multiple time pressures this may be highly efficient, but provide poor training for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major theme</th>
<th>Sub-theme(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read selectively within the paper (68%)</td>
<td>Read sections in a specific order (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Read the abstract first (18%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Look at the figures first (7%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prioritise specific sections of the paper (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Prioritise the figures (8%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify key ideas in the paper (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical strategies for reading papers (53%)</td>
<td>Read the paper multiple times (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take your time (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use specific sections of the paper to determine if it is worth reading at all (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Don’t get bogged down in technical details and/or terminology (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read critically (34%)</td>
<td>Assess whether the authors conclusions match the data (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpret the data for yourself (6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Read the paper with a specific purpose or questions in mind (7%) | 88 respondents gave responses as free text, which were subsequently coded by theme. Main themes (bold) and sub-themes (italics) are presented below, with those being mentioned fewer than 5 times not presented for clarity. Specific sections of papers are mentioned where appropriate. Some responses included multiple pieces of advice.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189753.t001
later study or subsequent research careers. Assessment strategies should therefore be considered carefully if the aim is to encourage deep and critical engagement with the literature. Instructors should also be mindful of the low self-efficacy many undergraduate and graduate students have when encountering complex literature, and adopt strategies that increase the confidence of inexperienced readers. It should be noted that undergraduates at this institution are assessed predominantly through terminal written examinations that reward the ability to include examples from scientific literature, but have limited scope for detailed critical analysis of research papers. As such, the nature of the institution and assessment strategy may have influenced engagement with the literature, and participants in our survey may not be representative of those on other courses with alternative assessment models; the relationship between assessment and engagement with literature warrants further research.

Conceptual models describing the development of scientific processing skills have been described previously. One study of literature use amongst Masters level students proposed a scheme based on Models of Domain Learning [23–25] whereby there is a continual acquisition of scientific processing skills, with individuals moving from an initial ‘acclimation’ phase, through to ‘competency’ and to eventual ‘proficiency’ in use of the literature [23–25]. Our data support and extend these models, with the development of literature processing skills being a function of (i) the familiarity with both scientific language and the wider research context and (ii) the degree of intrinsic motivation for reading (Fig 4B). Our data also suggest that the transition from acclimation to proficiency takes place over an extended period of time spanning multiple career stages. Undergraduate students have previously been shown to define conclusions of scientific papers differently to expert readers, and to overlook important grounds for particular conclusions, i.e. were more likely to rely on author statements in the discussion than to interpret primary results for themselves [14]. Inexperienced readers find the language of scientific papers challenging [23], and relative low levels of prior knowledge acts as a barrier to comprehension [26,27]. The importance of background knowledge was specifically commented on by one participant, who added the following disclaimer to their advice for someone reading a paper for the first time (the last question in the survey):

[Participant 83—Academic]

“This is quite a different question than [earlier ones in the survey], which depend entirely on how familiar I am with the field covered by the paper. I answered [the earlier questions] as if the paper were from a field with which I had a lot of familiarity; almost the reverse would be true for a paper outside of my immediate experience”

This suggests that even experienced researchers adopt more superficial reading strategies when encountering literature outside their area of expertise. This suggests that considerable experience of reading papers cannot substitute for a lack of prior knowledge, and the barrier to deep engagement with literature is the lack of an appropriate framework rather than reading experience per se. Our survey did not ask researchers to consider papers of different levels of familiarity, however expert readers adjusting their reading strategy on the basis of prior knowledge is consistent with previous studies [28]. Experienced readers reading within their field therefore benefit from having developed a ‘purpose-laden schema’ which allows the new information to be processed within their existing framework of knowledge [29], as well as a personal research interest to motivate their reading. This contrasts significantly with undergraduate students, who lack a personal research context and prior knowledge to relate their reading to; in our opinion it is therefore unrealistic to expect students to engage with the literature in the same way as professional researchers. Instructors should therefore be mindful of
the lack of subject competency that inexperienced readers have to contextualise their reading, and ensure readers are introduced to relevant background concepts in more accessible formats before tackling highly technical literature.

Given the challenges of scientific language, lack of prior knowledge and low self-confidence, there is a need to support the development of academic reading and scientific processing skills within degree programmes. A variety of teaching strategies for introducing papers undergraduate students have been described, many of which have been demonstrated to increase student confidence and skill in the use of research literature [6,11,15,16,30–32]. A commonly used model is the CREATE method, which suggests structuring reading as Consider, then Read, Elucidate the hypothesis, Analyse and interpret data and then to Think of the next Experiment [11]. In doing so this approach models the research process, therefore may provide undergraduates with sufficient personal research context to adopt a reading strategy closer to that typically used by experienced researchers. Our data also suggest that PhD students and Post-Doctoral researchers may benefit from structured reading support, as individuals are unlikely to have mastered this skill by the end of an undergraduate programme. Reading to support personal research may also require graduate students to adapt strategies used when they were undergraduates, therefore specific guidance in using the literature would be appropriate to support this transition. Focussed training on appropriate use of research papers should therefore be incorporated in postgraduate programmes, and activities promoting critical engagement with the literature should be embedded in the day-to-day activities of research groups. Research supervisors should also be mindful that saying “go and read a paper” may be interpreted differently by individuals at different career stages, so should be clear in their instructions and expectations.

A broader issue for the research community is highlighted in our data, in that even experienced researchers can find the scientific literature challenging. 42% of academics surveyed found reading papers frustrating, despite seeing it as a valuable use of their time. The frustrations researchers have with reading primary papers are sometimes discussed in an ironic or humorous manner [33–35], reflecting the widespread difficulties that many have with this form of scientific communication. Although we did not explore the specific causes of these frustrations in greater detail, previous studies and our interactions with both students and colleagues suggest that background knowledge, terminology, generic attributes of scientific papers and unfamiliar techniques are the most challenging aspects of papers for inexperienced readers [23]. These difficulties may be particularly acute for those reading scientific literature in a second language, and for those with Specific Learning Differences such as dyslexia [36]. Those from disadvantaged backgrounds may also have lower levels of academic language proficiency and confidence with complex text [37]. Individuals with lower self confidence or self-efficacy are less likely to adopt deep learning approaches and evaluate information critically [38], so may also need structured support to engage with the literature fully.

It should be noted that this study is based on participants at a research intensive university, most of whom who have chosen to embark on a scientific career. They therefore represent a self-selecting sample who may have been more confident with reading technical literature than peers who left research, therefore raising the possibility that research literature is itself a barrier to scientific career choices. In addition, our model of a constantly developing engagement with scientific literature is based on participants at a single institution. We only received responses from ~45% of the undergraduate population and were unable to determine the response rate from researchers, so our results may not be representative of all individuals at the institution and should therefore be treated with caution. It will be important to investigate whether these initial findings hold true for researchers from different career stages at other institutions in the UK and beyond; we hope that this study will provoke others to consider this
largely unexplored difficulty with written scientific communication. In a world of open access publishing scientific papers are reaching wider audiences [39]; readers may include researchers from other fields unfamiliar with discipline specific vocabulary, as well as the general public who may struggle with the complexities of scientific text. As science becomes an increasingly data rich environment, and interdisciplinary approaches to research questions expand, the skills to efficiently process new scientific literature are only going to become more valuable. We therefore propose that the scientific community considers the language they are using to communicate their findings, and how this could be made more accessible and inclusive in order to benefit non-scientists and scientists across all career stages.
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S4 File. Disciplinary backgrounds of survey participants. For A: 2nd year undergraduates and B: 3rd year undergraduates, participants were asked which courses they were taking a proxy for disciplinary background. For C: Researcher, participants were asked ‘Which of the following best describes your area of research?’ and were able to select multiple options. Response rates cannot be determined for researchers as surveys were distributed via departmental bulletins or email lists for which the total number of individuals contacted is unknown.

(PDF)
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